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April 214, 1957 

FILE MEMO: STRETCH 

SUBJECT: Grouping-distribution feature 

Abstract - Subject feature is a n  excellent one if implimented properly. 

The price paid'for this feature, however, is increased circuitry and com-

ponents, memory space in the Exchange, and reduced Exchange capacities. 

This memo proposes that the feature is not worth the price unless the follow-

ing facilities are provided: 


1. 	Random location of the c ontrol-word Cprpecifically, inclusiog of a 
control-word address in the control word) 

2. 	 Positioning of the dataword address within the control-word so 
that it can be used to index other instructions and can be addressed 
indirectly. 

3. 	Special in~itructions to simplify and speed modification of both 
control-word and dataword addr.es5tee. 

4,Even interval* spacing in memory of words within a record. 

Indexing control-words and use of indirect addressing in them could substitute 
far s~rneof these facilities. 

The impliment pf subject feature is the control-word. This word is sent to 
Exchange memory to monitor the execution of a READ or  W R I T E  command. 
The control-word specifies the quantity of data involved, the location in main 
memory for  the data and the location of the next control-word, if any. 

There a r e  a number of interesting and valuable facilities that subject feature 
can provide if designed for them. These facilitiee are enumerated below. 

1. 	A n  input record can be split and the pieces gent to different memory 
destinations. 

a. A different control-word can be used for each piece. 

b. Each piece can be one o r  more f u l l  words in length. 

0 *Interval size programmable 
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c .  The size of one piece is not dependent upon the size of any other. 

d. In fixed-word-length operationar the worda in each piece can be 
spaced at even intervals i n  memory--a valuable facility in mat- 
r ix  work. (Observe that in kffecting l l lb"  the Exchange car r ies  
a current dataword addreee which i t  increments by one for every 
word sent  to memory. The t r ld"  facility permits this increment 
to be varied by the programmer). 

e. The control-words can remember for the programmer where the 
pieces want in memory. 
also by being addressed indirectly. 

It recalls by being an index register and 

Thus the programmer writes h i s  computing instructions as if the 
records involved were  always in the same location. 
of multiple input a reas ,  he indexea these instructions by appropriate 
control-words. 

ln the case 

The index address in h is  inetructions arc held 
constant, bu t  when a ehift to a new a r b  is made, new control-words 
are moved to theae index addresses. 
racorda that were entered into memory on a scatter-read instruction, 
it may be convenient to use this indexing technique, but, because 
reference8 to each record may be fewer here, it  may be more 

In the case of processing 

desirable to use indirect addressing. 

2 .  	An output record can be composed of aeparate pieces from divers mem- 
ory Locations without prior assembly in a memory output area. 

a, b, c,  d (Same a8 la,b, c , d). 

e. 	 In sorting, a new sequence of records in a block of output can be 
obtained by modifying control-word addresses of input contra1 \luoPids. 
These control-worde occupy fixed memory location6 and are the 
records of the dataword c ounts and dataword addresses. 

f .  	 In I1deletingtra recdrd f rom a n  output block, it is merely necessary 
to modify the control-word address in the control-word of the 
preceding record. 

g. 	 In J'insertingll, it is merely neceseary to modify the control words 
of the preceding record and the inserted record. 

3. 	 Successive control words, in  a chain of them called by a single 1 / 0  
instruction, can be in succeseive memory location or in random 
locations. 

a. This is the cornerstone of I12a,f,g". In particular it permits sorting 
without relocation of the sorted records in  memory. A short 
excursion into the sorting routine using this technique may be 
revealing . 
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This technique seeks to sart a single group of records contained 
entirely in memory, Assuming the routine is underway and a 
partial sequence of control words,has' been establiehed, i t  is 
necessary to compare the sorting field of the next record with 
that of the lowest record among those previously examined. If 
the new record is lower, then the addreas in the WRITE inetruction 
is transferred to the control-word of the new record as a modi-
fied control-word address and the address of the control word 
of the new record is inserted in the WRITE instruction. If the 
new record is equal or higher, then i t  is necessary to compare 
to the aecond lowest record among those previoualy examined. 
To find thia record the dataword address in i t s  control-word is 
used end to find its control-word it is neceseary to use the control.. 
word of its predecessor; then it is necessary to index by an 
appropriate conetant to find the sorting field within the record*. 
This is repeated, pr,ogreseing up the sequence until a ttlowttcorn-
parieon irr made or the end of the sequence is reached. In the 

ca8e an "insertion" is made and in thetlendtt case the 
control-word address in the control-word of thettendtt record is 
modified to specify the new control word. The number of corn-
parisons is between N-1 and N A faster search of the 
eaquence for the place to makewinsertion could be made in 
binary fashion, comparing first with the middle record rather 
than the loweat. The location of this middle record could not be 
COmpUttrd, however, and would have to be stored in a fixed working 
area. 

*One might hastily conclude that the use of indirect-addressing with the COMPARE 
instruction would solve the problem of finding the next record in the sequence, but 
this would require multi-level indirect-addressing; in fact, another level would 
be needed with each eucceeding record in  the sequence. One address modification 
procedure coupled with single level indirect addreseing will substitute quite neatly; 
e. g. -*-

I LOAD L (Preceeding control-word) 

.I1 STORE Control- word address part  in L (I) 

I11 COMPARE Indirect Address I, index (by constant) 

or 111 COMPARE Constant (immediate), index bv I 
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Merging two sequences is  a faster routine and easier to 
program than sorting because it is possible to index from 
record to record within each sequence and also to index 
references to their control words f o r  they can be stored 
in consecutive locations. The merge can be accomplished 
by "inserting" records of one sequeoce into appropriate spots 
in the other. 

The 750 technique for sorting is so good that the Exchange 
should provide facilities to impliment it. This technique is a 
version of the 702-705 M-way merge wherein almost no penalty is 
paid by the programmer for increasing M and wherein a small  
penalw i n  extra computing time results in a large saving in 
number of passes. Basically the technique merges b l d k s  of 
prd-sequenced records,  (Pre-sequencing is done in a preliminaky 
pass). Each block of N records upan entering the computer en- 
counter a block of (M-1)N records alpeady sequenced. The 
new block is merged with the other and a block of N records 
written as output, The merging isaccomplished by t'inserting'' 
the records from the new block into the other. A clever scheme 
of relocating certain control-words is used to avoid the more time- 
consuming modification of control-word addresses. The whole 
sorting technique is completely dependent upon the principle of 
random location of control-words. 

Another sorting technique calls for fixing the Eaequence of control- . 
words (i.e.  , fixing their control-word addresses),  preferably storing 
them in consecutive memory locations so that tho program can index 
from one to the next,and for  modifying the dataword addresses.  2 

Searching the partial sequence for the "insert" point is somewhat 
simplac because an indexed COMPARE instruction, that can address the 
dataword address in a control-word indirectly,is all that is needed. 

' 	 Making the "insertionl', however, is ao awkward that this sorting 
technique is impractical, 

lThe necessity for this scheme may be peculiar to the 750, however. 

2 	This becomes awkward if the records vary i n  length for their the word count 

must he modified, too. 
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The 	way of making this lliaeertionllis to a a 'control- word 
to the t'toplt of the sequexice. Move 'the datavcrord rrddrese frdm 
itagradecessordo it,. Obtnin anauu^d%taurordaddraeofar the prsdeeessor 
from Its predecessor, and continue until ttjIe Wuaerttt spot is re,ached. 
fTnsert*tby putting the new dataword address into-this spot 

Another eorting technique is a variation of this one in which the 
control words themselves would be relocated into consecutive 
memory locations. The "insert" problem is similar. 

A sorting technique in  which the "insert" principle is not used 
would be that in  which the loweet item is found and it19address 
irs used a s  the dataword addregla of the firlst output control word; 
then tho second lowest is found, etc. Here control words can 

o7cNu-"I consecutive memory locations. The number of cornparigons is fixed 
a t N 7 .  

b. 	 Random location o€ contrdl-wopds is valuable in file maintenance 
appLieatiom where it is desired to make insertions and deletiona 
in a blocked maatet file particularly if  keeping output block length 
conrstant is P requirement 

Preliminary studies of memory requirements for this work demon- 
htrate that if N is the number of records per block (both in the 
master file and in the transaction file) and M is the number of 
words per record, then no more than 4Na storage locations are needed 
for record control-words and 4MN locations for record storage. 
These are not excessive requirement8 particularly when one observes 
that memory-to-memory transfer of the records or  control-words 
i e  pot done. 

The technique considered here is to place a block from the master 
file into memory and also one from the transaction file. Insertions and 
delehlons are accomplie hed by manipulating control-word addresser 
thereby forming an output chain. Control-words fo r  deleted recorde 
would be formed into another chain. When the output chain ha@ N 
elements a WRITE instruction wou1.d be irilslued using it. This tbain 
is then available for the next READ inetruction, when more master 
recordo, or more tranaactions a re  required. A long group of deletions 

1N ward9 for master records plus N for transactions plus N for output plus N for 
deleted records equals 4 N. 

ZPossibly the ltdeletadtl control word8 could be absorbed into one of the other chains 

0 and memory requirement8 reduced to 3 N. 
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could call for input before an output chain is completed, but in 
thie came the deleted-record chain can be used for input. (A 
long group of insertione completes the output c b i n  as fast as 
it consumee traneactione 8 0  that output chain will be ready for 
input in this case). No initialiaation of control-worde need be done. 

Another technique would provide two sets of control words for 
the master record - one for input and one for output. The data- 
word addresees of the output set a r e  then modified (holding the 
control-word addresses constant) by the dataword addresses 
of the input. When insertions and deletione have been made in-
cluding the laat  input item, the output block would be written and 
the next master block read. Thus block length will vary. To put 
eome limit to memory requiremente it i a  necessary to adopt some 
convention euch as forming a new block if the number of C O ~ S ~ C U ~  

tivs insertions exceed8 N. Holding block length constant would 
increase memory requirements significantly. For  example; if N- 1 
deletions were made in each of N consecutive blocks, then all N 
blocks would have to be stored before an output set  of control-words 
would contain N elements. In making an insertion one hopes to 
altar only two control worde- the prQdeceesor and the inserted word; 
and in deleting one debireo to alter only the predecereor. Instead 
hare one must set  up a whole new set of control words. 

4. Control word8 cnn be 	indexed 

An alternative to the Id facility ie  to provide for the indexing of 
control words. This Bolves the memory problem in the case where 
one control-ward for each word of input or output is uoed; a single 
control word is used instead and its dataword address part is in-
dexed with each use. 

Another application for indexing the dataword address part of the 
control-word lies in the use of multiple input area# for single files; 
multiple output areao, too. Here the index regiaters used for the 
control-words a r e  also used for the computing or processing in-
strucaiona. 

5.  The address in the control-word may be indirect. 

a, 	 This enables the programmer to achieve the effect of modifying addresser 
in  the contro1 word without actually doing so. 

b. 	 This may also be of usre to the supervisory program for it would not 

0 	
need to be aware of the formats peculiar to each problem i n  order 

to assign memory, 
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6. 	A maskable Itinterruptt1 can be provided on the occasion of the word 
count in chosen control-words going to zero. Thie facility makes it 
possible to soive the classic tape oerrch problem by examining the 
identification field before the full record baa entered memory from 
tape. The "interrupt" tell. the.program when to examine. If the 
record is not desired the remainder of it does not enter memory 
(occupy memrory bus time). Another version of thio facility makes 
possible an input area, one record length in sic$ to handle blocked 
input, many records long. 

7* 	U s e  of the control-word to index instructions is ofvalue i n  owrlRppiQg 
the input, output and computing of a eingle program. He& the control, 
word currently being used for input will next be the index register u8ed 
by the computing instruetione and still later will become the control-word 
for  the output. Other uples of the control-word for  indexing occur in a 
broad miscellany of problems. 

SUMMARY 


One should observe that the! results obtained by subject feature can also be obtained 
by relocating data in memory. The reiocation technique, a good one for tho'705, 
i o  a poor one for Sigma, which is memory limited*. The penalty, then for 
omitting subject feature from a Sigma system is to substantially increase total 
problem time because of t he  extra memory tranrferr required. A batter balance 
between memory and the  Harvest computer exiat8, however. Thus, subject feature 
i s  not a prime neceesity for  the Harvelet. Neverthelers the same reasons for 
providing indexing (as an alternative to relocating data in memory) for the Harveet 
are pertinent here; the programming, speed, and memory advant~~gesshould not 
be taken lightly. 

One of theprincipal advantage8 of aubject feature is a t i m e  saving. A aingle
WRITE instruction can ouput hundreds of records from an equal number of different 
locations, saving thereby laundredsof instruction-interpretation cycle8 in the corn-
puter. 

Sorting and file maintenance can be speeded and simplified by uBe of the feature. 
Biack lengths can be held conetant. 

Unlesa the facility of even interval spacing of word8 within a record is provided, 

cubject feature l O 0 e S  its value when tho record length is one word. This is Q 

frequent occurance particularly in m a W x  algebra. 


Cri&-al to the advantages of subject feature a re  the facilities enumerated in t&e 
abstract. 

/Jack C. Gibson 
JCG/jv

*Sigma can calculate upon data faster than it Can get it from memory. 


